Brain stimulation and visuo-spatial improvement for neglect patients: Description of two cases
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Disorders of spatial cognition are often associated with right hemisphere stroke. The concept of interhemispheric competition is being put forward increasingly to explain this syndrome [1]. Therefore, any intervention aiming at restoring balance between the two hemispheres could be useful. Non-invasive brain stimulations (transcranial Direct Current Stimulation [tDCS] and repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation [rTMS]) have already shown their ability to modify cortical excitability [2]. Their use to restore interhemispheric balance after a stroke would therefore appear interesting. Few studies have evaluated these techniques as a potential treatment for neglect patients: most of them have used rTMS [3,4].

In a pilot study, we aimed at replicating with TDCS the results that were obtained with rTMS. Two patients had two stimulation sessions of the left parietal lobe (inhibition with cathodic stimulation, or sham stimulation). Evaluation of visuo-spatial performances (line bisection and the bell test) was performed before, during and immediately after the stimulation. For one patient, rightward bisection bias was significantly reduced during real stimulation (0.8% bias versus 18.5% pre-test) but not sham stimulation (22.4% versus 17.3%). Visual exploration improved (+30% target found, 4.1% during sham stimulation). For the second patient, bisection bias was stable in both conditions. Visual exploration was better after real stimulation (+26% targets versus ~3.2% during sham stimulation).

Those first results confirm that inhibitory stimulation of the left hemisphere parietal lobe can improve visuo-spatial performances for left neglect patients. More results are necessary to statistically confirm these findings.
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Unilateral neglect is a disabling syndrome due to right hemisphere brain damage. Prism adaptation (PA) has been used to improve several aspects of unilateral neglect. Parameters ranging from the classical neuropsychological tests to mental imagery or to others sensory modalities have been successfullyameliorated following a brief period of adaptation to wedge prisms shifting the visual field to the right. The aim of the study was to assess whether the beneficial ‘bottom-up’ effects of PA may generalize to a virtual spatial domain. Seven right brain-damaged patients with a left chronic neglect were included. After-effect of PA was assessed by measure of straight-ahead pointing movements in darkness. Cognitive effects were assessed by neuropsychological tests and by a virtual reality task: the patient had to explore a virtual supermarket.